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Expanding Medical Marijuana Access in Canada: Considerations for the Rheumatologist

Similar to the enthusiasm for treatment of various ailments that greeted *Nicotiana tabacum* when brought to Europe from the New World 500 years ago, *Cannabis sativa* is now hailed as a possible treatment for a multiplicity of symptoms. Embraced by physicians and the people, from commoners to the aristocracy, the enthusiasm for *Nicotiana tabacum* was questioned by a discerning few with concerns about the “indiscriminate use of the herb for all diseases in all age groups without specific measured prescriptions.” Much like for tobacco many years ago, marijuana as the byproduct of *Cannabis sativa*, with significant financial incentives, requires careful appraisal regarding true therapeutic potential.

Cannabinoids are a diverse group of compounds, including in the animal/human system, phytocannabinoids derived from plants, and pharmaceutically prepared synthetocannabinoids. The herbal product is a complexity of over 400 molecules, thereby not allowing for direct comparison or interchangeability with synthetocannabinoids. While the latter are currently available as treatments for some conditions, we will focus on issues pertaining to the use of the phytocannabinoid marijuana (hereafter “herbal cannabis”) in rheumatic diseases.

Therapeutic effects have been claimed for various conditions for centuries, but herbal cannabis largely fell into medical disfavor because of variable potency and short shelf life, and was superseded by synthetic analgesic agents that could be reliably dosed and studied. As pain relief for rheumatic conditions is commonly cited as a reason for medicinal cannabis use, rheumatologists are increasingly caring for patients who are either selfmedicating or requesting advice regarding use. Legislators worldwide are currently debating the merits of expanding access to herbal cannabis for medicinal purposes. In some countries such as Canada, physicians will now be required to write a prescription for herbal cannabis. With increasing pressure from legislators, driven by public advocacy, there exists a discord between patient perception of a need and responsible clinical care.

**Health Canada Regulations, Current and New**

As Canada has been at the forefront of legalizing herbal cannabis for medicinal reasons, the timeline for access and current legal status for medicinal herbal cannabis use will be examined. In 2001, Health Canada adopted Marijuana Medical Access Regulations (MMAR), which recognized herbal cannabis as a treatment option for patients with various medical conditions, including severe pain from severe forms of arthritis, when the medical practitioner attested that “conventional treatment(s) have been tried or considered, and have been found to be ineffective or medically inappropriate.” Under these regulations, the medical practitioner provided the medical justification for an application, but not a prescription. Approval for possession of a specified amount of herbal cannabis was given by Health Canada officials.

The Government of Canada repealed the MMAR on March 31st 2014, and replaced these regulations with the Marijuana for Medical Purposes Regulations. Under these new regulations, the medical practitioner will be entirely responsible for herbal cannabis prescriptions, similar to current prescribing practices for other drugs. A “medical document” stating daily dose and duration of use will be completed. These new regulations do not restrict use of herbal cannabis to any specific medical condition, nor do they require demonstration of failure of conventional treatments.

**The Challenges for Use of Herbal Cannabis as a Therapeutic Agent in Rheumatic Conditions**

Although also studied and used for effects beyond pain, such as anorexia, spasticity, and palliative care, “severe arthritis” is currently the most common reason that Canadians have authorization from Health Canada to possess medicinal cannabis. With the current expansion of medical cannabis use in Canada, rheumatologists will increasingly be asked to advise the healthcare community and patients on use of herbal cannabis.

As current rheumatic pain treatments are imperfect, both with regards to efficacy and side effect profile, it is under-
standable that patients may explore other nontraditional treatment options. With the knowledge that the endocannabinoid system is prevalent in the human body, cannabinoid ligands may have a therapeutic role for various ailments, including pain management, and therefore warrant further research in rheumatic diseases. Preclinical animal studies as well as studies of osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis joints provide evidence that the endocannabinoid system is locally activated in response to pain stimuli in arthritis, and functions as a pain modulator. As pain in rheumatic conditions is mediated by both nociceptive and neuropathic mechanisms, it is understandable that cannabinoids have a potential for therapeutic relief, thereby calling for more scientific study of the effects of herbal cannabis in rheumatic conditions.

The scientific research has, however, not yet translated into clinical application. Evidence-based medicine requires that a treatment be formally evaluated for efficacy and side effects pertaining to a specific disease before the medical community can accept widespread use outside a research setting. Herbal cannabis has not yet undergone this rigorous critical evaluation. Any information about the effects of cannabinoids in rheumatology practice is therefore based on anecdote, 2 small epidemiological studies, a handful of studies of cannabinoid molecules other than herbal cannabis, and extrapolation from studies of use in other conditions. Also lacking is information for dosing of herbal cannabis, other than patient report of use of various quantities. Therefore, the available evidence for efficacy of herbal cannabis represents the least convincing form of scientific evidence-based medicine. It follows that no current guideline has recommended the use of herbal cannabis for patients with rheumatic diseases.

Similarly, safety issues pertaining to short and longterm effects have never been formally studied in persons with rheumatic conditions. Although some information regarding safety may be gleaned from studies of persons using marijuana for recreational purposes, this information may not be applicable to rheumatology patients with other comorbidities or concomitant medication use. Safety issues extend from the immediate risks of impaired cognition, psomotor control, and memory, to the longterm risks for mental and pulmonary health. Potential concerns particularly applicable to patients with arthritis include aggravation of depression and risks associated with smoking, with other longterm risks for psychological health and dependence generic to all persons using herbal cannabis.

As it is mostly believed that unauthorized users of cannabis for therapeutic reasons outweigh authorized users, the variability in concentration of specific molecules in illegally acquired cannabis is of concern. The mean concentrations of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) in illicit marijuana have steadily increased globally, with levels almost doubling from about 9% in 2000 to 18% in a period of 5 years as noted in the Netherlands. These higher concentrations of THC lead to higher serum levels with increased physical and psychoactive effects. It is hoped that regulated production of cannabis by licensed producers as set out in the Health Canada regulations will address these concerns and provide a more standardized product for patients medicating with herbal cannabis.

**Commentaries from Medical Regulatory Authorities and Other Bodies**

The Canadian Medical Association and the Federation of Medical Regulatory Authorities of Canada have opposed the change in regulations by Health Canada on grounds that evidence is insufficient to allow for prescription of herbal cannabis. Similar sentiments were stated in an editorial in the Canadian Medical Association Journal. The Canadian Medical Protective Association, the largest medical mutual defense association in Canada, has cautioned physicians to only provide a prescription for herbal cannabis when conventional treatments have failed or are inappropriate and when they have the necessary clinical knowledge to engage in meaningful consent discussions with patients, and should inform the patient of the lack of information to date. Additionally, the risks and benefits of using medicinal herbal cannabis should be discussed and documented in the medical record. Health Canada has published a comprehensive document summarizing current evidence for therapeutic use of medical marijuana, highlighting the absence of evidence for efficacy or risk in patients with rheumatic diseases, and cautioning that smoking cannabis is not recommended, and activities requiring alertness may be impaired for up to 24 h following consumption.

**The Voice of the Rheumatology Community Must Be Heard**

The basis of ethical and competent patient care is to ensure that any treatment has reliable efficacy that is not outweighed by risks. In consideration of use of herbal cannabis for rheumatic complaints, this first principle for patient care is lacking. Advice provided by healthcare professionals must also be based on sound knowledge derived from scientific study, clearly absent for herbal cannabis. Canadian rheumatologists have expressed a lack of confidence in their knowledge and ability to responsibly advise patients on the rational use of cannabinoid agents, including herbal cannabis, when recently polled.

Public advocacy cannot and should not supersede scientific study. In our view, there is insufficient evidence to justify the widespread pressure on physicians to treat herbal cannabis differently from other prescription medications. In no other setting does any health regulatory authority require a health professional to prescribe a treatment that is not approved, has not been formally evaluated regarding dosing and effect, and that has not been adequately evaluated for
either short or longterm safety in a chronic nonterminal condition.

By Health Canada estimates, the new regulations will lead to a tenfold increase in medical cannabis users with over 400,000 authorized users by 2024. The acceptance of these new regulations has transferred the gatekeeper role to physicians, a function previously held by government functionaries. In order to adhere to evidence-based medicine standards, we require immediate funding of high quality trials to examine dosing, efficacy, and risk of herbal cannabis in rheumatic conditions. If regulatory authorities expect physicians to carry the responsibility of prescribing herbal cannabis, similar to other prescription medications, they must adhere to usual standards for drug approval.
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